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I am actively looking

for new music. If you

are a band or a label or 

a publicist and you'd 

like me to check out 

what you're doing, 

review your music or 

interview you, contact 

me HERE. I am

currently submitting 

reviews and interviews 

to Rough Edge, Pivotal 

Alliance and Live 4 

metal.

What's coming up?

For Today-Ekklesia

Glamnation volume 3

Century-Black Ocean

Interview with Real 

Steel

Judge the album cover

Midnite Club-Circus of 

life

Interview with Mark 

Farner

Hail of bullets-Of frost 

and war

American 

SATURDAY,  MAY 10,  2008

T.S.O.L.-The early years live

MVD Visual

2008

Punk band T.S.O.L were filmed live in 1983 although the location 

and specific date are not listed. The longest show is listed as the 

Flipside show and they are playing outside at what looks to be a 

college campus. The sound is decent for what it is and the time as is 

the picture quality. The major drawback is the lack of energy from 

the crowd and from vocalist Jack Graham. There are a quite few 

spectators for better lack of a term, but only a couple of people who 

seem to know or care who this band is. Most of the people there just 

look like college students who thought it was a pretty day and went 

outside and happened to stumble upon a tiny concert. So most of 

them just sit there and look with little understanding or 
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Speedway-Ship of fools

Blabbermouth- Metal 

news updated daily.

BNR Metal Pages- 

Index of classic metal, 

speed, thrash, doom, 

black and death metal 

bands.

Brave Words and 

bloody knuckles- Metal 

news and other.

Encyclopaedia 

Metallum-Listing of 

lots and lots of metal 

bands.

Heavy Harmonies- 

Index of commercial 

hard rock,glam and 

AOR bands.

Heavy Metal.Info- 

Fairly new site all about 

metal.

Live4metal- UK based 

site with album 

reviews, live reviews 

and interviews.

KNAC- Metal news, 

interviews and reviews.

Metal-rules: Long 

running site with news 

and reviews.

Metal Sludge-News, 

rumors and crazy 

interviews. Mainly hair 

metal bands.

Pitriff-Lots of reviews, 

interviews and more.

Pivotal Alliance-This 

site has reviews, 

interviews and other 

features.

appreciation. Vocalist Jack Grisham sounds alright, but he acts like 

it's a joke and gives very little effort towards creating a stage 

presence of giving off any kind of energy. He just kind of meanders 

around grinning and moving around like he is just there to hang out.

The music is good enough, but when your singer treats a show like a 

rehearsal then it just doesn't click. I am not even sure die hard fans 

are going to find this show to be very satisfying. There is also what is 

listed as the Target show which is also from 1983. This is in a club in 

front of maybe 30 people if that. The sound quality is fuzzier than 

the previous show, but the energy of both the band and the crowd 

elevates the performance quite a bit. Unfortunately we only get three

tracks from this show so it ends just as I was starting to get into it. 

The bonus materials include one live track from last year which is 

very good plus some interviews from the early 80's. The interviews 

with the band are interesting, but the views also show how young 

the members of the band were at the time. The running time is 

about an hour, but the amount of worthwhile material is well below 

that. If either the Target or the 2007 show had been the complete 

concert than this may have been a worthwhile disc. Unfortunately 

the bulk of this DVD is from a rather bland show that's not going to 

appeal to very many people.
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Rough Edge-Lots of 

reviews and more. I 

write for them so check 

it out.

Sleaze 

Roxx-Reviews,bios and 

more on hair metal 

bands.
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